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THE DIVINITY CΦDEC 

 

The L1ght &S0nd sySTEM, 

The Precise Royal Cubit 

 

a quantum manifest 
Quantum Mechanics are the Mechanism by with Heartfelt Emotion Manifests Motion 

 

 

[Open for review] 
By 

Paisley Deslin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Symmetry, systemetry and absolute balance within and without. 

 

A collective basket of proof of LightSound codes existence.  Does LightSound have a set of its own numbers?  Can these still 

contribute to absolute Science, Tech, Engineering and Maths? 

 

Presenting a viable way that can IN-UNITE and HELP our stressed planet MEarth. 

A short paper of 50 pages about all numbers and their traceability and correlation with light/sound speed. 

The Divine ONE L1ght &S0nd sySTEM - Everything12 #d1lss it’s absolute correlation with the Royal Cubit 

 
About the Author: 

Evidence and examples via Sacred Geometry Decoder (SGD) society. 

I’m a climate artist associated with Climate Change Centre Reading, UK that put numbers to drawings. Throughout time and back 

casting the ancient Egyptian Royal Cubit - Between patterns, numbers, and flow in sync with the speed of light & sound. 

Now is the time to present and harness these harmonic Light & Sound numbers, their scales in measure and Set theory. 

It is also the study of the geometric numerical value, via a scalar alphanumeric light and sound system, of symmetric geometry, 

from rendered forms to volume.  ‘Humanity’s hub’, motion centre to END human pollution with enlit SOL solutions. 

EN     EN 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This work is shared to collate historical and emerging works of scientific exploration 

with integrated rigor. By connecting our knowledge and insights across all STEM 

studies, alignment, and actionable outcomes will now propel the manifestation of our 

highest order collective timeline. 

 

 

PURPOSE 

 

Provide quantifiable evidence that supports BIPM, and seekers the world over, in 

correcting a faulty International Bureau of Weights and Measurements system 

through reintroduction of historical measurement standards that will untap our 

potential within quantum exploration. 

 

Standards that harmonized with the sacred geometry of universal order. 

 

Standards that open the floodgate for exponential change in evolutionary potential. 
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FOREWORD 

 

Since the awareness of consciousness, to understand existence, we have ascribed 

measurement to foundational constructs within the space time matrix of the human experience. These 

values lend order to our chaos, provide reference for collective consort, and benchmarks from which 

to further exploration and discovery. 

 

 

Over millennia, the foundational units, and their respective value, have shifted in accordance with 

the driving forces of the eras. Be it variance through lost records, translation nuance, religious and 

political upheavals, or newly pioneered discovery, the fact remains that our current collective is 

functioning from a perspective of relativity that operates differently than it did historically. These 

shifts have led us into greater and greater separation consciousness and disconnection from Source, 

each other, and world around us; discontinuity that our minds have equally materialized with and 

without intention. 

 

 

Today, as we continue to make great scientific strides across specialized fields from the micro to 

macro, most significantly within the quantum fields, the illusive question remains: 

How do we unify the collective discoveries to align with the leap underway in evolutionary 

consciousness and the human experience within. 

 

 

This is where ancestral knowledge can be merged with modern science. Study of ancient 

Atlantean civilization reveals mirrored resonance between man’s patterns and cycles and the implicit 

order of the observed natural world: The balanced flow of the creation and destruction energies 

orchestrated by the sun as “ruler” of the light. It is these precise frequency alignments that open 

the energetic doorway for advancement that, even in our present NOW moments, we struggle to 

understand. 

 

 

The Divinity Codec reintroduces the Egyptian Royal Cubit as the universal standard unit of 

measurement. The significance of which is revealed in the recalibration of the true Speed of Light. 

This is the key to reconnecting humanity to the universal frequencies of Creation; unlimited Source 

energy. The following pages detail those precise measurement corrections that will support our 

collective evolutionary progress as we move away from material separation into an experience 

manifested through consciousness unification. 

 

 

It is from all the hopes and dreams of Universal Peace and Harmony that these seeds are now 

planted. And So It Is. _ _ _- - -_ _ _π 
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SHORT INTRODUCTION 

 

Summary 

This light paper is trying to motivate its readers to understand and act accordingly. 

 

There is a new number in town its 186,624 (180x1.0368) 

This correct number for the speed of light is directly connected to the ancient Egyptian ‘Royal Cubit.’ 

The speed of sound is 0.20376 ni/s. 

 

It is a little bit spooky, but it seems everything can be derived from LIGHT SOUND, the very speeds of 

Light and Sound. Even force from centriFUBAR/centripetal motion, rotas (white holes?) and its antirotas 

that are pouring out galaxies non-stop. 

 

Also, fundamentally it seems like modern measuring deep down are derived from an origin “cradle of life”, 

though still first set up by the Light. That is a Hell of a circle. 

. 

Imaging the wider effect, light numbers can have on us with regards to ‘balance’ with our ONE planet 

MEarth. It is Magnitude^2. 

 

So, if from the few last centuries ago, from the beginning of our modern particularly good measuring 

systems. If these also were aligning to speed of Light (syncs) there would be room for improvement, from 

very approx. good to very precise. 

 

Now, bring the ‘Divine ONE L1ght &S0nd sySTEM,’ to an excellent standard. Exceed the speed it’s a 

question that matters – This is the message. 

 

Appendix 

 

1 Background and the Pre-Story 

2 SOUND SOL-UTIONS, 

3 Examples 1(4) 

 

3:1 The Nile and the Nautical Nile 

3:2 1080° The degrees of the Circle x2 

3:3 The magnificence of 3 

3:4 Three plains (3 ratio) 

3:5 Fractal angles/The Geometry Code 

3:6 ECOCELESTIALS everything comes in pairs ‘ThePlairrs’ COUPLINGS ATTRACTION 

 

4 The Law of numbers, an ALL-APPLYING CODE 

5 Linkage to Climate Change 

6 Examples 2(4) 

 

6:1 6+1 to create a ‘Geometric Spin’ 

6:2 Thunder & Lightning, The speed of Sound 0.20736 ni/s in plain Light 

6:3 REsonance and fREquencies (wavelengths) 

6:4 Harmonies in the  &Chambers 

6:5 Sound PI, r=C/3.456e-6 - Light Pi, r=C/3.1104 _ _ _- - -_ _ _π 

6:6 The sPHInes eternal rotation saved 4 the final edition ΦΦ ΦΦ 

 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/ecocelestials/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/theplairrs/
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7 Sound of thunder the current-less light 

8 S0nd 

9 Examples 3(4) 

 

9:1 The PRECISE size of The Great Pentainmid (The Great Pyramid) its precise Light/Sound accumulator 

(Grand Gallery) 

9:2 The PRECISE size of The Light/Sound Chambers NEW theory? 

9:3 The PRECISE size of the L1ght &S0nd sarcophagus (Pineal Gland (Cone shape (1/2 Boulder)) 

1/138.8888888 The 'Ratio Divine' from #angle2angel, the Speed of Light       Speed of Sound (spiderweb 

9) 

9:4 EVERYTHING THE DIVINITY CODEC THE PRECISE ROYAL CUBIT #D1LSS 

9:5 ONE CUBIT - The first number 

9:6 ANY RC - ANY NUMBER TRIAL2SUCCES 

 

10 Love, no religion 

11 CXIIIIXC 

12 Examples 4(4) 

 

12:1 The Polymid vs Polyinmid 

12:2 The Egyptian Boulder (Cone shape (Pineal Gland)) 1/138.8888888 

12:3 The PRECISE base of The Great Pentainmid (The Great Pyramid) 

12:4 Light &Sound force, The Pentainmids energy footprint 

12:5 THE VITRUVIUS GLAND - Light &Sound the Blue Egyptian Ankhprint 

12:6 The sPHIne of the SPHInx age validation 

The PRECISE size of The Sphinx in Royal Cubits proving that the Great Pyramids are indeed related, 

older that the traditional view and corresponding well with the water erosion theory 

 

13 The Divinity Codec – Formulas and Conversion Table 

14 International Bureau of Weights and Measures BIPM 

15 The PHI Conclusion and take aways ΦΦ ΦΦ 

 

16 Linkage of interest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/angle2angel/
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1 BACKGROUND and THE PRE-STORY 

 

The speed of light is referred to as 299792458 m/s. One reason is this unlikely cos nature has no 

irregularities and that the link to the metric system is broken. Instead, we will try to introduce the constant 

1.0368 (369 constant) that harmonises all numbers with the precise speed of light that is 300 000 000 m/s. 

The speed of sound is 333.333333 m/s. 

 

 

Through history, several Rulers have introduced new measuring systems to both improve scientific 

knowledge and exercise control. The biggest human shift in measurement standards: 

 

Moving from a duodecimal (12BASE) to a decimal(10BASE)  

changed the ACCURACY of the reference points, and all measurements accordingly. 

 

Separation from lost Sacred knowledge and 12BASE extrapolation, disrupted a Conscious flow that was 

previously in harmony with divine universal order in harmony with the flow, the flow of water, vibration, 

and light. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_units 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_numeral_systems 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_ancient_numeral_systems 

 

 

The Paper – ‘The ONE L1ight &S0nd SySTEM’, The Precise Royal Cubit 

 

Additionally, empirical ways of measuring have long since been replaced by modelling in super computers, 

and AI Mapping systems have covered every corner of the planet MEarth. Typical geospatial data apart 

from geometric data is hard to get accurate between time eras due to platonic movements. Overall, our 

metric system has errors that have been globally accepted for over 150 years.  The modern approach is to 

jump from conclusion to conclusion with a few missed steps, and, honestly as humans we have polluted, 

disgraced, and disrupted more than just our material ecosystem. 

 

It is in our belief that several measurements can be improved with better and more accurate geometric, 

geospatial measurements understanding.  A hypothesis surfaces from these revisions:   

 

 

If we could slow climate change by one year, wouldn’t it be well worth it?   

 

What if slowing destruction shifted into regeneration and harmonic construction?  

 

The best way to unite behind the science is through precision instead of approximation! 

 

 

A major result of this disruption? The speed of light has been recorded and referenced as 299792458 m/s. 

This number comes under accelerating scrutiny the more we understand that there are no irregular numbers 

in divine universal order.  

 

The task at hand:  Leveraging the principles of Sacred Geometry aligned with ancient standards to bridge 

the original past with the present.  
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The first step is reinstituting the Egyptian Royal Cubit as the universal standard measurement unit.   

 

The second step is practical application of this measurement through the laws of Sacred Geometry, allowing 

introduction of the constant 1.0368 (369 constant). This introduction harmonizes all numbers with the 

following core implications: 

 

 

 

PRECISE SPEED OF LIGHT 

300 000 000 m/s 

And accordingly, 

PRECISE SPEED OF SOUND 

 333.333333 m/s 

 

Resulting in One of Six key reference numbers: 

 

(The Ratio of the Sun^2, that is the Speed of Light) (333.333333^2 (9) 

 

186 624 ni/h (12) 

 

 

The Divinity Codec, ‘The ONE L1ight &S0nd SySTEM’ the Unity of Love In-Between Quantum 

Manifestation 

 

Is everything inter-connected? There is no doubt, we are all linked to the Light and the Sound – In the L1ght 

we trust In the S0nd we must 💟 

 

When we state Everything, we mean Everything-Everywhere-All at Once: 

 

The In-Numbers #innumerology 
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2 SOUND SOL-UTIONS, USING EXAMPLES FOR OVERCOMING DYSFUNCTIONAL AI 

 

Quantum mechanics(QM) is a fundamental theory in physics that provides a description of the physical 

properties of nature at the scale of atoms and subatomic particles. It is a correct holistic (Scalar) analysis of 

our known reality- meta scalability from subatomic to above macroscopic. It is a complex and young science 

not easy to fully comprehend. It is the foundation of all quantum physics including quantum 

chemistry, quantum field theory, quantum technology, and quantum information science. 

 

Though QM is a viable learning source for artificial intelligence, the following introduction to the 

procedures is the game changer: 

 

BASE12 MOD9 +ONE numeric mesh 

 

This adjustment will aid processing interaction with human’s and all being’s emotional soft mechanics: 

 

 

 

This paper aims to correct and amend 24 measurements to start with, 

 

After review, we wish the Collective to: 

 

1. Correct faulty scientific measurement approximations 

 

2 Validate RA’s Egyptian Royal Cubit as the standard measuring unit to reintroduce into our modern world 

 

3. Leverage the enclosed Conversion table on-line to compare the revised Light/Sound numbers for better 

understanding of unification from micro to macro computational scale  

 

1-3. Help slow and reverse human impacts on the ecosystem 

 

As you know our entire ecosystem has now become vulnerable to human activities and settlements; the 

choices made in the unconscious state. REunification with divine order will provide humanity with the 

knowledge required to course correct and exponentially evolve in a free flowing, harmonic energetic state 

from which to manifest. 

 

  

 

 
 

In this short paper I am aware this is conclusion based and poorly written. I am sorry but the numbers are 

correct. Now it is a 24 point-chapter draft open for analysis improvement for commentary, corrections, and 

input until the 30th of June. This will hopefully amend this ‘L1ght/S0nd-thesis and the future could brighten 

up a little little bit. 

 

*All+ Sacred Geometry Decoders (SGD) fellows work on common Internal values those see connectivity 

and openness as a spiritual asset way away from materialistic ownership (the old). 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subatomic_particle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_chemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_chemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_field_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_information_science
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3 EXAMPLES (3:1-3:6) 1(4) 

3:1 The Nile and the Nautical Nile 

 

1 Correct the Mile to the Nile (the Egyptians own it) the Italians are going to do 1-mile protest. 

Incorrect 

Road Mile 1609344 (approximately 5000-5280 feet arena measure)   

2b replaced with, 

River Nile 160751029    

CORRECT. 

 

2 Change the Nautical Mile to the Nautical Nile (the Egyptians own it) the Italians are going to do 1 mile 

protest 

Incorrect 

Nautical Mile 1.852   

2b replaced with, 

Nautical Nile 1.85185185...    alt 1.86054432      

CORRECT but should be based on 1/72 over 1/60 

 

Do U still think it's some kind of coincidence?  Well, what is the point of being suspicious, →GO w/ the 

Flow, Open. It is now or never... 

 

Kilometres, niles and nautical niles    

• 1 kilometre = 0.62208 niles 

• 1 kilometre = 0.54 nautical niles 

• 1 nile = 1.60751029 kilometre 

• 1 nile = 0.868055557 nautical niles 

• 1 nautical nile = 1.85185185 kilometre 

• 1 nautical nile = 1.152 niles 

Kilometres, niles and nautical niles      

• 1 kilometre = 0.62208 niles 

• 1 kilometre = 0.537477119 nautical niles 

• 1 nile = 1.60751029 kilometre 

• 1 nile = 0.864 nautical niles 

• 1 nautical nile = 1.86054432 kilometre 

• 1 nautical nile = 1.15740741 niles 

 

International System of Units 
Below are a few examples that are related to or with the speed of light C. 

• the unperturbed ground state hyperfine transition frequency of the caesium 133 atom ΔνCs is 9 192 631 770 
Hz, 

• the speed of light in vacuum c is 299 792 458 m/s, 

• the Planck constant h is 6.626 070 15 × 10–34 J s, 

• the elementary charge e is 1.602 176 634 × 10–19 C, 

• the Boltzmann constant k is 1.380 649 × 10–23 J/K, 

• the Avogadro constant NA is 6.022 140 76 × 1023 mol–1, 

• the luminous efficacy of monochromatic radiation of frequency 540 × 1012 Hz, Kcd, is 683 lm/W. 

 

 
Symbol Defining constant Exact value 

ΔνCs hyperfine transition frequency of Cs  9192631770 Hz 

c speed of light  299792458 m/s 

 h Planck constant  6.62607015×10−34 J⋅s 

e elementary charge  1.602176634×10−19 C 

k Boltzmann constant  1.380649×10−23 J/K 

NA Avogadro constant  6.02214076×1023 mol−1 

Kcd luminous efficacy of 540 THz radiation 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caesium_standard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_light
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elementary_charge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boltzmann_constant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avogadro_constant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminous_efficacy
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3:2 1080° The degrees of the circle, well well well . . . 

 

Incorrect 

In a simplified 10-base 360 circle linked to the year calendar all numbers come out in discord   

 

1🧜♂️ (90°0+90°0=180°0) x1.24416 

0🧞♀️1.24416x (180°=90°0+90°0) 

 

♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ 

1080° + 1080° = 2160° 

⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ 

 

It is a CORRECT 12-base Mod9 math circle with 1080 degrees (432x25) all numbers come out in harmony 

   r=297 Royal Cubits FOUNDATION 

Sun RAdios 1.296e9 / MEarth RAdios 12 000 000 =     8️ 

 

A 540 x2 B 648x2 

1296 is a sphere (stellated), a circle of cycles like in a torus.  What do U think of Plato’s fav. number 1512? 

 

 

 

THE MASTODON 

NUMBER 

1️⃣.0️⃣8️⃣0️⃣ 0️⃣0️⃣0️⃣ 

0️⃣0️⃣0️⃣ km/h 

Light speed 

300'000'000 m/s x3600 / 

1000 

 
   

 

Take any ⭕ 

circumference / 1.0368 / 

6, 

there is the RAdius 🧖 
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3:3 The magnificence of 3 #Trifinity 

 

Lat 30,000 000° N GPS 

Lon 31,000 000° E GPS 

 

Everything is WRONG - The Mile, distances, speed, MEarth coordinates, the long cubit... 

Incorrect 

  Forget the Great Pentainmid's latitude of 29.9792458°N it's WRONG (it's practically impossible 

2measure the position of a geographical object empirically. It is a ridiculous number. ALL in-numbers… 

confirming 3, not 299 792 458   

 

C 186 624 ni/s 

------------------------------ = 300 000 000 m/s    – Pls think abt it! 

The Nile 1607.51029 m 

 

Royal Cubits to ONE Nile 

>  >  >  3000  :  1  <  <  <    

 

WE STILL CAN MAKE IT RIGHT – PLS ASSUME THE ABOVE COORDINATES ORIGINALLY 

WERE CORRECT - Then do the maths 

 

Over time MEarth’s plate tectonics move from 4 mm/year. We must accept today's MEarth grid has changed 

due to planetary imbalances. Open. 

 

The shape of the Land REsonates with n' within its surrounds. 15,000 000° + 15,000 000°    

 

   Fun fact >> 1/ (30^31)         

 

As wise ONEs once stated: 

“Omne trium perfectum” (‘everything that comes in threes is perfect, or every set of three is complete’). 

“If you knew the magnificence of 3, 6 and 9(1+8), you would have a key to the universe.” 
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3:4 Three plains (3 ratio) 

 

Was first hesitant to planes, but... 

 

The three Planes of Fading 

 

From the Matrix (Birth) to Fading. 

 

1. 0 

 

2. Spiritual and fading – 1.24416 

 

3. Mental Understanding – 1.2 

 

4. Here and now, the reality – Quantum 

 

 

We got all numbers right. It is all in the in-numbers #innumerology 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/innumerology/
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3:5 Fractal angles of The Geometry Code 

 

Incorrect 

BASE 10 adding zeros to everything uncontrolled (faulty shortcut)   

Did I mention to your numbers come in pairs? 

 

MARS 31, 2021 - APRIL 16, 2021 

 

The Geometry Code contains all the harmonic numbers    

No need to change anything, solid as Rock - Eureka (Eternity) 

 

Chew these old NUMBERS - #216 #432 #648 #864 

- The Geometry Code – 

   Fun fact >> 

Moon 526 She r2160 (108) 

Sun 527 Cr(e)ator r432000 (1080x4000) 

MEarth 528 Her r4000 (400) 

        

 

AIR-proof SCALE in GEOMETRY (21st century) Metronome Pattern    Rythm 

SYNCHRONSITY – INTEGRATION 

 

   REVELATION, Lattice Design System to be released for all POLYGONS POLYGRAMS POLYMIDS 

 

The Platonic Solids yes, but this is how it works: 

 

Any three 3-digit numbers form a triangle and its total angle degrees in 2D or 3D. 

 

From Dot to Sphere and beyond Metabolic 4D++ - All SCALE of Sharp Spheres 

 

Examples of classic 2D polygons/polygrams/polymids/polyinmids its compounds (symmetrical forms) 

3D - Polyhedrons etc. 

 

The 5 Platonic Solids plus UNKNOWN symmetrical shapes, you know when you check the digital root of 

the total angle sums, if it’s nine you know you’re #OnTrack2∞; 

 

Triangle - 216°, Hexagon - 864°, Tetrahedron - 864°, Octahedron - 1728°, Square - 432°,  

Cube - 2592°, Merkabah - 3168°, Icosahedron - 4320°, Pentagon - 648°, Dodecahedron - 7776°, Septagon - 

1080°, Circle - 1296°, Sphere - 12960°, Star Tetrahedron – 1728°, 64 Star Tetrahedron - 31104° 

PRANA. 

8 is a high order and good number to crack depth. 

 

 

If you can make any 4 in 6 or even 8 that is likely the number level of what human consciousness needs? 

 

 

5 1 8 4 – 8 6 4 can you C it? 

 

--- 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNuKAJvnINt/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNuKAJvnINt/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/eureka/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/216/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/432/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/648/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/864/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/rythm/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/polygon/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/ontrack2/
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BASE 12 & Geometry, 

Digital root / MOD9 +ONE must be taught in school to CORRECT imbalances on all levels. 

 

--- 

 

Are the Giza plateau pyramids an advance set of repeating fractals? 

 

ONE side of the Great Pentainmid SUM 51840 = ½ year 

The second side of the Great Pentainmid SUM 51840 = ½ year 

The third side of the Great Pentainmid SUM 51840 = ½ year 

The fourth side of the Great Pentainmid SUM 51840 = ½ year 

 

 

 

THE OLD 864-TABLE - The TIME sequel framework in the scalar grid defining space. 

 

 

 

 

Giza Plateau pattern   

 

 

 

 

Buta (ONE SUM) Sun 

 

369 Alpha 1047 Ankh 258 Omega 

"Alpha inside Omega & Outside the Beginning, inside the Fading" 
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3:6 ECOCELESTIALS everything comes in pairs ‘ThePlairrs’ COUPLINGS ATTRACTION 

 

WITHIN THE GEOMETRIC SYNCHRONICITY, SYMMETRY AND MIRRORING 

PROVIDES REFERENCE POINTS MAPPING PATTERNED CODE SEQUENCES ACROSS 

SPACE AND TIME 

It makes sense, what else could it be, stars, galaxies? A star or galaxy correlation which then mirrors the 

planets “the six plairrs” (planetary purrs that make up half of any solar system, takes 22tango) of the Solar 

system. – Just like six half circles 

 

Jupiter - Saturn 

Neptune - Uranus (Frederic 

Norden's fourth pyramid) 

Tellus - Venus 

Mars - Mercury 

Moon - The Magnetosphere 

(Vulcan?) 

Eris - Pluto 

Sacred grouping, all we going to do is 

Summarise 

these ‘plairrs’ in #Togethernessship. 

 Planetary order - as you can see 

this astonishing discovery is based on 

mod9 #base12geometry (#timegeo). 

These numbers give away and match 

exactly the diameter in miles of the 

orbital #EcoCelestials in the ONE 

SOL system  
SUM 25920 - IT'S NOT A  COINCIDENCE = ? 

 

Now is the time, not for REvelation but 4 REalisation and REinstatement of our SOL systems D3R the 

Divine Ratio (Plane2). 

86400 THE SUN STAR    

   8640 Jupiter 

   8640 Saturn 7776+864 The Magnetosphere (Vulcan?) 

   8640 (3024 Neptune – 3024 Uranus (Frederic Norden's 4th pyramid) 

792 Tellus – 792 Venus 

432 Mars – 864 The Magnetosphere (Vulcan?) 

295,2 Moon – 259.2 Mercury 

10.8 Eris – 10.8 Pluto) 
SUM 25920 - IT'S NOT A COINCIDENCE 

 

It is this exact 1/3 of the mass of the sun takes place in the antimatter universe. 

Matter universe 8640 x 3 = 25920 

Antimatter universe 8640 x 3 = 25920 

 

MEarth ∅ 24 000 000 Royal Cubits, something 2do with 24 h?! 

M∞n ∅ 6 000 000 Royal Cubits x108 (the distance to MEarth) divided by the M∞n orbit 27, again 24 000 

000 something 2do with 24 h?! 

 

Abt time 4th the 'NASA dynasty', all space agencies, to get 'Back to the Future' with the Royal Cubit. 

We need to grasp understanding of 'The Great SetUP'. It is our rights, or we will b very UPset. 

 

(Divine Royal Cubits) 

M∞n ∅ 6 000 000 x 108 

= 648 000 000 RC 

The M∞n <-------> MEarth 

(Divine Royal Cubits) 

#MEarth ∅ 24 000 000 x 1080/40 

= 648 000 000 RC 

MEarth <-------> The M∞n 

 

(Divine Royal Cubits) 

1/0.000288 x 186624 

= 648 000 000 RC 

The M∞n <-SPEED-> MEarth 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/ecocelestials/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/theplairrs/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/plairrs/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/togethernessship/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/base12geometry/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/timegeo/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/ecocelestials/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/mearth/
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4 The Law of numbers, an ALL-APPLYING CODE #CODEPAISLEONA AND CODEPAISLEO 

#CODEPAISRAMA AND CODEPAISRA 

 

Its clear humanoids cannot agree on religion, territory, currency, powers, or any external values. This is 

where Light workers come in, to work on common Internal values fairness, equity, and consciousness. The 

Science & Spirituality must also reflect the in-values and be absolute correct. This area is where in-numbers 

corresponding with the ancient original ONE supreme traceable number system. 

 

Unfortunately, time has become the essence to reach IN-UNIFICATION we must accelerate conclusion x 

conclusion = conclusion^4 

Old ways to verify information is obsolete. Jump our way forwards is the only way, with a few hits and 

misses. ‘The Divine Ratio’ is correct on its own accord, you cannot prove it wrong, U just cannot. 

 

All I can say I know these numbers are correct, the future could brighten up a little bit. 

 

Numbers, numbers by recognition are autodidact when looking deeply at numbers daily. Certain numbers 

repeat over and over, leading to harmonic numbers of scales forming patterns. 

 

Numbers seems 2b linked to everything – 4us everything is inter-connected in random order or orderly 

randomness. Animals see numbers for what they are. Only humans try to manipulate numbers to their 

advantage not accepting the natural world not accepting themselves, without in-values. 

 

Why we are not looking to external system change we need with inner work break the chain from within 

away from ‘Anno Mundi,’ that is the powering chain. Need to stick to inner commands. 

If we get all numbers to show wat they are, by understanding the in-numbers we can approach and unblind 

the incorrect external format in true #Togethernessship. 

 

 

 

 

 

In this short paper I am aware this is conclusion based and poorly written. I am sorry but the numbers are 

correct. Now it is a 24 point-chapter draft open for analysis improvement for commentary, corrections, and 

input until the 30th of June. This will hopefully amend this ‘L1ght/S0nd-thesis and the future could brighten 

up a little little bit. 

 

*All+ Sacred Geometry Decoders (SGD) fellows work on common Internal values those see connectivity 

and openness as a spiritual asset way away from materialistic ownership (the old). 
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5 Linkage to Climate Change #SDG13 – EEnlightEnmEnt 

 

 

 

WE ARE ONE MATERIAL AND ENERGETIC ECOSYSTEM 

-A Synchronized Mycelium Network- 

 

 

You know our MEarth has a 1.5 degrees fever, and we are not letting her rest. 

(She needs two hundred years of non-human activity to start healing) 

 

All trillion tons on melted ice turned into vapor skies will NEVER freeze back. 

 

Urban growth – Over 10.000 growing second cities and not one single degrowth city. 

 

As a body the planet is a mirror of us, imaging a fever of 38.5 degrees and no new ice nor rest in sight. 

 

The whole planet, oceans, atmosphere up to stratosphere polluted and imbalanced. 

 

8 000 000 000 humanoids and ninja cookers 

 

I have not even mentioned permafrost or methane leaks, so… 

 

…Pls slow climate change chaos by one year, it will make a difference. 

 

 

By recalibrating measurements, “Get the balances right” with realigned Divine cadences, we’ll release 

the planetary pressure we’re applying, at a foundational level.   

 

The rate of repair will be directly proportional to the rate of internal harmonic REalignment 

 within the collective Conscience. 

 

 

 

 

              If you do not agree the above you don’t have to do anything, that’s your privilege 
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6 EXAMPLES (6:1-6:6) 2(4) 

6:1 6+1 to create a ‘Geometric Spin’ 

 

The Egyptian measuring system correlated to universal Divine order, which is dictated by the speed of 

light and sound. 

 

First 12-based geometry x 1.2 harmonising the scales from 5 to 6, 

 

Next, 6 plus ONE (x1.0368) gives us the ONE divine ration. 

ABSOL-UTION  

 

The ancient Egyptian measurement system the Royale Cubits (RC) measuring system well worthwhile to 

bring back into our modern world. It was based on the light speed of 186624 niles per second (not the faulty 

186600 miles per second. Please note the difference: 

 

Correct 1 Nile = 1,607.51029-meter PRECISE NUMBER – 3000 RC 

Faulty 1 Mile = 1,609.344-meter APPROX ESTIMATION 

= 

Correct SOL 186624 nile/s PRECISE NUMBER – 559,872,000 RC 

Faulty SOL 186282.. mile/s APPROX ESTIMATION – No one has a clue DEFACTO! 

 

THE MASTODON NUMBER - SPEED OF LIGHT &SOUND  

1.08 billion km/h (based on 300,000,000 m/s) 

 

Space race, right now 1000 men are designing space weapons. 

 

The #MageMaat in-numbers are non-arbitrary on the contrary these numbers are the dictatorial rationale-ir 

law of matter&light        186624 Harmonic number scales is cosmic guidance PAY ATTENTION 

 

We have ONE unique MEarth still humans EGO askin 4more instead of 4ever. Doing so can and will only 

end it. 

 

Time – Space movement – Distance 

It really doesn’t-matter. The In-number hierarchy theory takes care of the matter, conquering all spin/motion 

distortions. 

 

A jubilee is 50 yrs x X How many peps have a genuine relation to the natural world 1/100 1/1000?! 

 

 

Sound speed km/h 

1200 km/h 

 

Based on 333,333333 m/s 

 

Is sound, the light's medicine 💊 

If light is immediate – Wat is 

sound? 

 

 

   

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/magemaat/
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6:2 Lightning & Thunder - The speed of Sound 0.20736 ni/s in plain Light 

 

There is a Time/Space synchronicity between Light and Sound. 

 

Light is immediate the sound tails the nile 4.82253087s later. 

 

4.82253087 / 3600 x1000 = 74.6496 ni/h x60 = Space diagonal x2 of the Light chamber 12+12 = 24 

 

Count the number of seconds between the flash of lightning and the sound of thunder. 

 

The sound speed of 333.333333 m/s is 1/900000 of light speed 300,000,000 m/s which is a perfect match 

with Lightnin & Thunder. Wat is being said is the sound that penetrates the volulight is proportionate to the 

light speed. Sound has the same proportion also in darkness, mystery2. 

 

 

Vision - Hearing - Breathe 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Ear, Eye and Nose Sound Light 🧲 Light Sound Nose, Eye and Ear 
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6:3 Resonance and fREquencies (wavelengths) 

 

Room mode formula, 4 rectangular shape is 333.333333 x (Length m x2) 

 

Ancient pyramid structures were constructed with precise 12-base measurements to create specific 

electro magnetic frequency resonance using light/sound angles within the space. 

 

ELO – Theory 

Every megalithic room holds an electromagnetic charge. 

 

If you are a sensitive person CALM and facing the certain direction you can feel IT and engage with the 

energy. 

 

Though the flow is low, the more aligned the space diagonal is with the unit of the light/sound the more 

effect it will have on you. 

 

Eg. If a space is 2,5x3x4.5 m = √ (2.5^2 + 3^2 + 4.5^2) = A near perfect body diagonal 6 m (0.5 unit) 

 

Warp on mate 

 

How did the ancient Kemet know the precise Light and Sound speed? Wow 

 

#Magemaat #inumerology 

 

♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ 

 

⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ ⭕ ♾️ 

 

REtraining new numbers, new ways to c speed light. Magic in body diagonals. Our Greatest chamber in the 

ARt        Pumping Iron our ions pump 

 

    shows that Ra's cubit is galactic, so are we part elves part twelves     c4 yourselves 

REmember an' old set of codes 

 

🕯️🕯️🕯️ 

 

 

“the sound 

of the pen 

REvelations 

from all obstructions free 

the weird 

the possible 

the order - the chaos 

the straight lines 

flow” 

 
   

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/magemaat/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/inumerology/
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6:4 Harmonies in the &Chambers 

The Royal Cubit is the 12-base unit of measurements correlating to the specific frequency patterns 

created by Light and Sound (angles and distances) 

So, the relationship between the constructed chambers is in Royal Cubits (RC) 

 

Sound Chamber 3456 / 384 VoluCubitLight/-Sound 

x 0648 

Light/Sound Accumulator 2592 / 288 VoluCubitLight/-Sound 

x 0.648 

Light Chamber 2239.488 / 248.832 VoluCubitLight/-Sound 

 

The Sound Chamber 3️⃣4️⃣5️⃣6️⃣ 

 

6912 The clock rotation 

3456 This is spooky 

1728 864 864 

⭕ 

3456 x 0.648 =384 

3456 / 1.333333333 = 2592 

3456 x 1.333333333 = 4608 

 

 

Soo, dearest sacred geometry fellows. 

We need your help NOW, Mathematicians, Teachers, Egyptologists, Decoders 

Pls ... 

 

 

Everything12 is Light, we need a set of Light numbers. For us humans Light numbers decoded. 

Everything9 is Sound, we need a set of Sound numbers. For us humans Sound numbers decoded. 

 

REtraining new numbers, new ways to c speed light. Magic in body diagonals. Our Greatest chamber in the 

ARt        Pumping Iron our ions pump 

    shows that Ra's cubit is galactic, so are we part elves part twelves     c4 yourselves 

REmember an' old set of codes 

 

   

Spatial Right brain Bridge Corpus Callosum Time Left brain 
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6:5 Sound π, r=C/3.456e-6 - Light π, r=C/3.1104 _ _ _- - -_ _ _π 

 

π 3.1416 x 1.01003086 = 3.1104 x1.1111111 = 3.456 

 

The true value of Pi, in precise coherence with the speed of sound and light, is derived using the Royal 

Cubit as the base unit of measurement. 

 

The REBUS 

(6r) x1.0368 

 

RE 3.1104 (Light π) 

 

π  

I swear to Ra it's true 

RE = 3.1104    

1119.744 / 6.2208 (Light Tau) 

 
RE 3.1104 (Light π) 

 

π  

I swear to Ra it's true 

RE = 3.1104    

373.248 / 6.2208 (Light Tau) 

 

Absolute coherence w/ the precise SoL 186624 ni/s. 

 

The S0nd 

6.912 (Sound Tau) 

 

π  

I swear to Ra it's true 

S0 x2 = 6.912    

111111.111 / 3.456 (Sound π) 

 

Absolute coherence w/ the precise MOTHERLODE number 559 872 000 

 

   
Light π 6 m 3x180+60 Light π 2C 3x120+13.284 Sound π 3x120+54.72 
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6:6 The sPHIne’s eternal rotation saved 4 the final edition ΦΦ ΦΦ 

 

The value of Pi equilaterally values that of Phi, in turn revealing specific angles (coordinate 

frequencies) within the 1080 circle. 

 

 

IN-NUMEROLOGY L1ght / S0nd = sPHIne 

THE BLACK HOLE vs. THE WHITE HOLE ((0.61803398^-2+0.61803398)/2) 

 

 

C (SOL) 186624 niles / s 

------------------------------    =   1.679616 

1 / C (SOL) / Cs (SOL) 111111.111 

Cs^2 (SOL) 111111.111 

      / (1.0368 x1.00121508) = 1.61803398 RΦTAS 

 

3C (SOL) 559’872’000 

------------------------------    =   1.679616 

Cs (SOL) 333.333333 

 

 

The inverted RΦTAS 

 

1 / C (SOL) / Cs (SOL) 111111.111 

Cs^2 (SOL) 111111.111 

------------------------------    =   0.595374181 

C (SOL) 186624 niles / s 

x (1.0368 x1.00121508) = 0.61803398 SATΦR 

 

Cs (SOL) 333.333333 

------------------------------    =   0.595374181 

3C (SOL) 559’872’000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plato's constant 

1.00121508 
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7 Sound of thunder the current-less light 

 

Within the ancient chambers, the sarcophagus and body were positioned at specific angles for 

maximized acoustic coupling with the resonating sound light frequency. 

 

Source light to the surface impacting air-conditioning alternating current towards zero-point penetration 

 

Light &Sound, can ONE another exist without each other? Pentainmid objects charging static energy in 

mass body surface, like a planet. How to divide electromagnetism into light and sound (vibration). 

 

 

Anyway 

Body diagonal linked to body mass. 

The interaction btw L&S in defining the existing body mass. 

Cos of MEarth gravity 9.81 m/s2 tied to mass 6 massive electric    charge. 

But if we only look at the Body diagonal VoluLight/Sound ideal static values rises. 

Though must eye the oxygen surface of Land 29% water 71%  

Gravity 

 

 

 

8 S0nd 384 

 

The harmonic scale is to sound frequencies as the electromagnetic scale is to light 

frequencies.  Working backward and forward between the true speed of sound and the speed of light, 

with their exact proportions, reveals the correlated (pairing) frequencies, or angles to be plotted on 

the 1080 circle.  The matrix of space time coordinates. 

 

The Sound travels Light and darkness, doesn’t change due to the fabric. 

It resonates through space and volume; the source of sound is a mystery. 

If there is no nothing (emptiness) then there is non-silence, why? 

 

It is constant to Light even in darkness. The matter is the medium not the fabric. 

Wat is being said is the sound that penetrates (plough) the volulight is proportionate to the light speed. 

 

The sound constant is tiny 2.0736 (e-6) 12^4. 

 

Sounds role in static gravitational energy -  

This sound direction and volulight/dark correlation generates a rotation of its traveling direction. 

Once an object is in motion, potential energy is converted to kinetic energy, which is the energy of motion. 

 

 

Here is the thing if you don’t do music, don’t play instruments, or read notes. So, the very numbers are 

helping to focus on the balance between sound and light, the scaliness itself. The mesh of fREquencies 

(vibration) and light. 

 

‘The Solfeggio fREquencies’ are a very interesting sequence, to be synced with the Royal Cubit. 

Anyone up for this task? 
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9 EXAMPLES (9:1-9:6) 3(4) 

9:1 The PRECISE size of The Great Pentainmid (The Great Pyramid) its precise Light&Sound 

accumulator (Grand Gallery) 

 

Aligned with the Divine Order of Base12 RC measurement values, the pyramids were laser-focused 

receivers of specific scalar frequencies (channels) aligned for energetic transmission through the Light 

body activation into material manifestation. 

 

KEMET ROYAL CUBITS   INCH FOOT YARD MILE M/CM SOL   

                    
280 The Great Pentainmid Hight 5806.08 483.84 161.28 0.09333333 150.0343 280   

220 
The Great Pentainmid 1/2 
Base 4561.92 380.16 126.72 0.07333333 117.8841 220   

500 SUM     10368.0 864.0 288.0 0.16666666 267.9184 500   
 

NOTE THE SUMS can u explain? 

 

Soo, dearest sacred geometry fellows, 

The Light/Sound Accumulator (Grand Gallery) 2 x 8.68055557 x 2 x 46.2962963 = The Egyptian Nile 

 

The Divine gallery 2️⃣5️⃣9️⃣2️⃣ is an amplitude of a Time or Light chamber's Light-volume. By 1.0368 !!  

The Divine gallery is an amplitude of the Light chamber's body diagonal. By 1.0368 !! Astonishing 

46.2962963 m = 86.4 RC/4 

1/21.600 = 4.62962963 inv 

21.6 x 1.0368 = 22.39488 

 

   Fun fact >> the height of the transcending light-passage is 8.64 m 🚨 

 

Absolute coherence w/ the precise SoL 186624 ni/s. 

 

9999 = 36 x 2 = √5184 = 1 Djeba of 0.72 (142857) x 4 = 1 Palm of 2.88 (857142) 

2.88 x 7 = 20.16 Perfection but not the speed of light (cannot be used measuring the “Pyramids”) 

 

 

Info, on both the depth of ESCARPMENT (inclination, indentation) line (nrg-line) AND uniformity on the 

hollowed casing stone as well. 

 

LIGHT BODY RECEIVER - Is the Great Pentainmid (Pyramid) symbolising a cosmic 4-faces head? 

 

🟣 Its 8 visual surfaces (eyes) reflecting the Light (L1ght) 

🔵 Its 4 angular corners (noses) reflecting direction of Rotation (RΦTAS) 

🔵 Its 4 surface veins (ears) reflecting the Sound (S0nd) 

 

🟢 Its L1ght chamber (right brain) reflecting spatialness (immediate) 

🟡 Its Grand Gallery (Great Commissure 1.2) reflecting a Light/Sound convertor (sieving) 

🟠 Its S0nd chamber (left brain) reflecting scaliness (penetrating) 

 

🔴 Its Sarcophagus (Pineal Gland (Cone shape (1/2 Boulder)) 1/138.8888888 

 

https://training.seer.cancer.gov/brain/tumors/anatomy/glands.html#:~:text=The%20pineal%20gland%20is%20a,corpus%20callosum%2C%20and%20secretes%20melatonin.
https://training.seer.cancer.gov/brain/tumors/anatomy/glands.html#:~:text=The%20pineal%20gland%20is%20a,corpus%20callosum%2C%20and%20secretes%20melatonin.
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   Fun fact >> The precise conversion factor between the Royal Cubit and the Inch is 20.736         

 

Pyramid Khufu’s exact 

measurements 

Base    760.32 

Half-base    380.16 

Hight    483.84 

Inclination ≈ 0.005 

Hypotenuse 606.528    611.712 

Slant    51.84 51 

Edge    42 #innumerology 

   Fun fact >>> Thousands of 

explorers have tried to measure 

the dimensions of the pyramids. 

Sometimes using approx! pi, phi 

or euler. This is the first time it is 

          Now, let’s go inside the 

Great Pentainmid with these in-

numbers >>> In-numerology 

NEW math field #innumerology 

There is a reason we call the 

pyramid a code, codec, or the 

matrix motherload. Cos it is. It is 

the core code - the fundamental 

foundation 4 everything. We 

believe it is in the monumental 

pyramids structure. Soon we 

REalise it is program code. Many 

things can b back casted  

#innumerology 

 

 

The answer is LIGHT VOLUME trough shape (not a         ) 

 

Of course, massive gratitude to Dr Mostafa Waziri, Manu Seyfzadeh, Zahi Hawass and all Egyptian 

Egyptologists 

 

 

 

 

 
   

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/innumerology/
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9:2 The PRECISE size of The Light &Sound Chambers 2️⃣2️⃣3️⃣9️⃣.4️⃣8️⃣8️⃣ (King’s Chamber) 

 

The purpose of the King’s chamber was to collect all free electrons produced in the Queen’s chamber 

and push those toward the top of the pyramid. The granite beams in the King’s chamber are made of 

red granite, which has high crystal content when exposed to vibration and creates an electric field, 

pulling electrons from the Queens’ chamber toward the peak of the pyramid. 

 

The Light &Ra’s Chamber in The Great Pentainmid    

 

Royal Cubits (RC) hight 11.19744 rc x (depth 10 x width 20) 

= 2239.488 rc^3 (this is a time number; we can address in the future)    

------------------------------ 

c 186 624 n*/s x0.012 

= 2239.488 (12m) 

 

*1607.51029 m (1 Nile) 

 

   Fun fact >> The Space Diagonal is 0.012% RC of SOL         

 

/0.648 

The Sound &Ihy’s Chamber 3️⃣4️⃣5️⃣6️⃣ in The Great Pentainmid    

 

For the Pentainmid (pyramid) to produce high frequency resonance, the Queens Chamber was 

constructed in a way that converted hydrogen into free electrons through pressurization, voltage, and 

electromagnetic radiation.  With pressure mounting, the temperature of the gas increased, and partial 

release of electrons took place. There are copper terminals in the doors to channel the EM radiation of 

stars into the system. Those align with the shafts. The alignment did not need to be perfect, just 

enough for X and gamma rays (which can pass through the blockage) to reach the copper. Then the 

ionization of hydrogen took place. 

 

The Sound &Ihy’s Chamber 3️⃣4️⃣5️⃣6️⃣ in The Great Pentainmid    

 

Royal Cubits (RC) Slope hight 3 rc 

Room 9 rc x (depth 10 x width 11) 

= 1152 rc^3 (this is a time number; we can address in the future)    

------------------------------ 

c 186 624 n*/s /0.0162 

= 11,520,000 = 11/7 

 

*1607.51029 m (1 Nile) 

 

3456 This is spokey (this is a π number, we can address in the future)    

3456 x 0.648 

3456 / 1.333333333 

3456 x 1.333333333 

 

Soo, dearest sacred geometry fellows. 

We need your help NOW, Mathematicians, Teachers, Egyptologists, Decoders 

Pls ... 
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Everything12 is Light, we need a set of Light numbers. For us humans Light numbers decoded. 

Everything9 is Sound, we need a set of Sound numbers. For us humans Sound numbers decoded. 

 

REtraining new numbers, new ways to c speed light. Magic in body diagonals. Our Greatest chamber in the 

ARt        Pumping Iron our ions pump 

    shows that Ra's cubit is galactic, so are we part elves part twelves     c4 yourselves 

REmember an' old set of codes 

 

Truly PROFOUND 

Y'all know I have been on the quest 4years 2discover 'the 1Centrum Punkt, the cross of crosses, is of course 

2b found in the Great Pyramid's, King’s Light Chamber             In the Body diagonal from corner to opposite 

corner, not in the side diagonals. I c ∞ as an inverted torus, kinda more n’ more like a light torus. 

 

 

The Birth Chamber of Light numbers from Sound? 

12 (8+4) is 3 is SUN +6 SUM it is the number of Birth 9(8+1). Check out the Great Pentainmid's (Pyramid) 

Light (King) Chamber's Golden Light Diagonal (GLD) of 22.3948 RC 

 

 

The numbers of the Great Pentainmid points to it having been a Time Bridge  

 

Time Machine as in Time Counter,  

 

in the shape of two double square rectangles crossing each other.  

 

An infinite infinity cycle of two years a planetary pair of years #PLAIRRS.  

 

The L1ght &Ra, the cycle from 1 2 ONE – Ohh La Ra 

 

 

Time – Space movement – Distance alt. Light/Sound – Space movement – Time distance 

It really does not Matter. The In-number hierarchy theory takes care of the Matter, conquering spin/motion 

distortions. Capstone captive = Pentainmid limitation = Top >>> Perspective through split in-vision 

 

*A Polyinmid is 2D/3D mid-centered polygon with a 0.6-1.12% ESCARPMENT (inclination, indentation) 

line (nrg-line) AND uniformity on the hollowed casing stone as well – THE GREAT PYRAMID/ITS 

DIVINE MESSAGE    51.84 x 12 = 622.08 SOUND! Isn't this GREAT, the holy book on Khufu's 

Pyramid 1910. Fourth REviewed edition 1936. Davidson felt that he was able to reconcile the measurements 

taken by Piazzi Smyth with those made by the renowned Egyptologist Sir Flinders Petrie     

 

 

All Pentainmid's (GreatPyramids) REsponse is the L1ght corREsponding to the light (12) & sound (9) 

They were light portals to other stars, star constellations. 

 

 

There is no other way ancient could CONSTRUCT these without using true sacred knowledge. Now these 

portals and the knowledge of theirs are abandoned, obsolete and destroyed from war mongering wrecking 

humanoid territorial behaviour. During the last two yrs five months, we figured out all dimensions with the 

formula       #Everything12       though, 22.39488^2    😺 #REsurREction       

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/plairrs/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/everything12/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/resurrection/
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"The angle, 'sum of 

angels' in any form, 

shape or object X 

1.0368 will align IT 2 the 

speed of light c. 

 

1.0368 is the invisible 

constant the white 

number      

 

 

 
   

 
This is our legacy; REmember thy 

Destiny"~🐈⬛🐈 

👁️ = ∞ = 3456 

👁️👁️+👁️👁️ = 13824 

864 

👁️-⭕-⭕=864 

864 x4 = 3456 

 

It's not a secret any 

more 💟 

All you need is Speed - 

Deeps 

From the Speed of Light 

186 624 and its 

constant 1.0368, one 

can derive all 

mathematical numbers 

and constants. It's just 

amazing 🤩 

Do you want to help me&Paisley to 

build the 'Divine ONE light speed' web 

conversion table, pls DM 2let us know if 

u like 2b in chat group. #d1lls 

 

Let's make it real - The numbers are 

truly amazing 

 

🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉+🐉 

 

Finally, The L1ght (draft ONE) is out 

      😸 

 

Absolute coherence w/ the precise SoL 

186624 ni/s 
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9:3 The PRECISE size of the L1ght &S0nd sarcophagus (Pineal Gland (Cone shape (1/2 Boulder)) 

1/138.8888888 The 'Ratio Divine' from #angle2angel, the Speed of Light       Speed of Sound 

(spiderweb 9) 

 

The purpose of the sarcophagus coffer was to create high voltage in the King’s chamber to ionize the 

hydrogen and make that space conductive. A high voltage source in the chamber would activate the 

Pyramid. 

 

28 Nov 2022 - The 108 code - #MageMaat 

After three years w/ sacred geometry REdiscoveries in #Togethernessship w/ Itzam-Yeh, Mithra, Ma'at, 

Suryavarman, Jayavarman n' Shiva we finally cracked the code (archetype), the all-applying Paisley code - 

#CODEPAISLEO was 2B REvealed last December     slightly delayed 

 

The Birth Chamber of Light numbers from Sound? 

12 (8+4) is 3 is SUN +6 SUM it is the number of Birth 9. Check out the Great Pentainmid's (Pyramid) Light 

(King) Chamber's Golden Light Diagonal (GLD) of 22.3948 RC 
 

Meter 

The L1ght Chamber (King’s Chamber) - 2239.488 sq rc (15.552 x 144) 

 

X x 10.7167353 m x 2 = 21.4334706 m 

 

C(S0nd) 333.333333 m/s / 21.4334706 = 15.552 hz x 1.0368 =16.1243136 sq rc #VoluCubitLight 

The PRECISE size of the L1ght &S0nd Sarcophagus 

 

x//138.8888888 

 

The L1ght &S0nd Sarcophagus – 16.1243136 sc rc (0.1119744 x 144) 

 

X x 2.31481482 m x 2 = 4.62962963 m x 138.8888888 = 643.004115/2 

 

C(S0nd) 333.333333 m/s / 4.62962963 = 72 hz x 1.0368 = 74.6496 sq m #VoluLight 

The PRECISE size of the L1ght &S0nd Sarcophagus 

 

VoluCubitLight 1/72 of The Light Chamber (King’s Chamber) 

 

 

                                               

 

28 Nov 2022 Eureka moment – Proof of the correct nile in correlation to the Speed of Light 

 

Pure logos, everything 1.2 

In the in-numbers that give birth and rebirth over n' over again, like the flow of water, shapes, and its 

fREquencies. 

 

Water memory / Light/Sound (Space) -memory. 

The birth of numbers 

New yet not new, Old yet not old. 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/angle2angel/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/magemaat/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/togethernessship/
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In our solar system characteristic 864 or any combos. Lots of nines in new numbers, sixes in fading numbers 

and 7/11 combos in pyramid numbers. 108(0), the foundation number, Core. 

 

An infinite amount of hierarchy numbers in REturn, in X number of Turns. 

 

 

The cosmic web as in the design of the Great Pentainmid a Spider space web, based on the same principle, 

strength from w/o 2 w/i . I reckon The Cosmic web is twice the strength of The Spider space web  

 

The #MageMaat in-numbers are non-arbitrary on the contrary these numbers are the dictatorial rationale-ir 

law of matter&light       186624 

 

PLS use Ratio Divine #d1lss in observed analysis and calculations            

 

Harmonic number scales are cosmic guidance PAY ATTENTION 

 

We have ONE unique MEarth still humans EGO askin 4more instead of 4ever. Doing so can and will only 

end it. 

 

 

 
10000/1.0368/6=ONE Nile 

> ? < 

The 'S0nd symbol' 

(soundspeed) 

 

The 'S0nd (soundspeed) 

Hint: ≈Transition 

between dilute and 

concentrated solution 

 

1/900'000 

 

Wat is the S0nd π? 

The L1ght &S0nd 

sarcophagus 
 

The answer is VOLUME trough shape - 

16.1243136 

 

 

Soo, dearest sacred geometry fellows, 

We need your help NOW, Mathematicians, Teachers, Egyptologists, Decoders 

Pls ... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/magemaat/
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9:4 EVERYTHING THE DIVINITY CODEC THE PRECISE ROYAL CUBIT #D1LSS 

 

Alignment using these revised measurement benchmarks is the bridge to understanding existence 

beyond time and space. 

 

Wonder if someone good with numbers, would like to get involved and collate this information in a clearer 

and better way, like with a more educational, table output. Maybe using group chat (never tried it). 

 

The sooner we have a web version of the conversation table up and running with The Geometry Code 

#CODEC PAISLEO the better 

 

Classifications, cross references overall computer run these numbers in search 4 synchros. 

 

The door is open >>> thousands of new applications possible. 

 

 

A All Kemet measurements in Royal Cubits to understand this most mysterious culture directly connection 

to the Light and Sound. 

 

B Yes, of course its linked to all the “Pyramid cultures” too. 

 

C Geospatial measurements to improve the precision of various bodies 

 

D Geographical measurements to improve the precision in distances 

 

E Constants those are related to or with the c speed of light and sound (SOL) 

 

F Musical scales and Hz and wavelengths 

 

I, J Balance pharmaceuticals with SOL built in-natural medicine, performance… 

 

X 

P sPhine rotation YES there are linkage to Phi Φ and Gravity as well, 4 the final draft! 

X 

T Time YES there are links to Time as well, but it’s a different league with different risks! 

X 

X 

X 

 

Z My biggest astonishment 1.0368 was REvealed Tuesday the 4th of April 2023 @noon 

 

 

 

 

BOOM Result – metronome synchros effects, mechatronic benefits, metabolic benefits, 

correction of millions of malfunctions, stabilise property values, 
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9:5 ONE CUBIT – The first number 

 

The foundational unit of measure must return to the Royal Cubit, as this value informs the correct 

Speed of Light, and the butterfly effect creates accelerated recalibration/reconnection accordingly. 

 

9999 = 36 x 2 = √5184 = 1 Djeba of 0.72 (142857) x 4 = 1 Palm of 2.88 (857142) 

2.88 x 7 = 20.16 Perfection but not the speed of light (cannot be used measuring the “Pyramids”) 

 

The ROYAL CUBIT, THE LONG CUBIT  , THE SACRED CUBIT (Ancient measurement of Land of 

Kemet). How did they know the unit of Light! to the Rock of Eternity? 

 

Anyway 1 RC = 0.535836763 cm exactly or 1/24000000 of the MEarth diameter !    

186624 RC x 1.607,51029 Niles/Second = 300,000,000 m/s !    

 

I wonder       1 / 0.535836763 ? 

If the Sun RAdios as in RAys are linked 2 the truly Divine Royal Cubit       

 

Is ONE Million RC 1h? The Motherload number 55987200 

 

 

The Divinity Codec - based on the Precise Royal Cubit 

 

When we state Everything, we mean Everything Everywhere All at Once - The in-numbers. 

 

I’m askin you to publish and send examples of measurements, tables and proof using the Divine ONE L1ght 

&S0nd system, The Precise Royal Cubit 

I’m askin you to contact and ask press and media to review the Correct Divine ONE L1ght &S0nd sySTEM 

from their point of view. 

I’m askin you to contact and ask scientists to use below the Correct Divine ONE L1ght &S0nd sySTEM’s 

conversion table in comparison with the approximate International Bureau of Weights and Measures system. 

 

I’m certain this BIPM organisation already know all this, but they say it will take years to change “blah, 

blah, blah...” - REmember we have no time left. 
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9:6 ANY RC – ANY NUMBER – TRIAL 2 SUCCESS 

 

Continued rigor through application of different measurement parameters is critical to pressure test 

the metronomic resynchronization resulting from the RC conversions. 

 

the sound 

of the pen 

REvelations 

from all obstructions free 

the weird 

the possible 

the order - the chaos 

the straight lines 

flow 

Everything12 is connected, we need a new set of Light &Sound numbers. For us humankinds decodation - 

Enlightenment. 

 

REtraining new numbers, new ways to c speed light. Magic in body diagonals. Our Greatest chamber in the 

ARt        Pumping Iron our ions pump 

 

    shows that Ra's cubit is galactic, so are we part elves part twelves     c4 yourselves 

REmember an' old set of codes. 
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10 Love, no religion 

 

Consciousness could it mean completeness, something to strive for. Who has the ability to resurrect. 

We now have all the numbers; all the numbers are correct into a full circle. Full flow travel 

 

Practice being a protector of Life, sun rise to dawn if you like. 

 

The ancient Egypt was no religion, the so-called deities were symbolising reflection of the highest order. 

The Light or even the Black Light transformed into daily life, the natural way. 

 

After achieving the precise Royal Cubit’s function what can be achieved? A lot, it seems the ancient Egypt 

was not only a fair and just society where man and woman where equal and respecting the elements in all 

levels. Old Kemet also got the sciences right for an extraordinary utopia. 

 

The three Giza Pyramids were not about status the 51.84 degrees x12 reflecting sound PI, the Light vibration 

for harmony. Balancing the scales with the libra always striving for liberation. 

 

Pure light self-bending just like numbers – Scalar blocks, self-building blocks 

 

 

11 CXIIIIXC - Entering the Golden Age 
 

Active Light/Sound 

In-Light the ultimate scalar wave (constant SOLitar wave), forceful and immediate, comes with a settle 

vibration, sound vibration. Enforced throughout the universe giving life, Reactivating silent matter 

everywhere. In double sense with and without inertia. Flow with flow one can say. From Poynt blanck then 

levels of inertia. The natural existing course is our cause way for existence. Its abt navigation, knowledge 

and understanding can these merges, yes, they are.  - IN Togethernessship of the REalms. 
 

Passive Light/Sound (Black Light, Silent Sound) 

Assume the existence of a mind world where energy is constant and on a quantum level the collective brains 

are able chip in/out to this plane then no driving source be needed apart from a mindset (participation) – 

motion with zero trust. 

 

Consciousness 
 

“Awakening for me was becoming conscious as an eternal being outside of the human experience. The 

KNOWING that continues to occur through ongoing validations. The relationship with Source connection 

that has created this playground. The frequency that drives my exploration...:) 

 

Recommending a materially based solution, like recalibrated metric values. This is where "being in it" 

though "not being of it" comes in 

 

Mind, conscious or unconscious, drives material manifestation. 

The perspective of being "in it” and have the desire for what gets shared to be a catalyst for more 

conscious, vs unconscious materialization by the collective. 

 

My experience since awakening has been sheer emotion behind desire sets in motion material consequences. 

This is experienced as ongoing synchronicities, zings that send electricity through me, and events that occur 

as gifts miraculously aligned with my conscious steps. Heartfelt Emotion Manifests Motion.” 
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12 EXAMPLES (12:1-12:6) 4(4) 

12:1 The Polymid vs The Polyinmid 

 

“It’s not a Pyramid, it’s an Octopus” 

 

Ask yourself, you know the pyramids have 8 sides not 4, Right – So it’s not a pyramid! 

 

It’s an octahedron with a waist. I don’t know its formula, its imprint is ~ 1/220. We need a math wizard to 

come up with this formula - ESCARPMENT (inclination, indentation) line (nrg-line) 

 

Missing shapes – Polymid (Polygon+1) Polyinmid (Polygonx2+1). 

 

- A Polymid is any Polygon displaying its base and sides with a centre in 3d 

 

- A Polyinmid is any Polymid with a side inclination. 

 

 

E.g., a Pentamid has 5 sides a Pentainmid has nine sides. 

 

 

 

   
5 sides 9 sides 8 sides 
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12:2 The Egyptian Boulder (Cone shape (Pineal Gland)) 1/138.8888888 

 

When activated, the resonance produces scalar light, creative energy manifest: Zero Point. 

 

 

Scalar blocks, self-building blocks 

 

wxlxh 1.86624 x 2.79936 x 2.29696829 [12] ~ 4.0737368 space diagonal alt 4.07407407407 (440/108) 

√ 7.83641641 + 3.48285174 + 5.2760633 ~ 4.0737368 

 

11.3192682 + 5.2760633 = 16.5953315 

 

440/108=4.074074074 

 

 

1.2 rc^3 x 1.260tons/m3 = 2.592 tons per building block x 2,000,000 = 5,184,000 tons 

1.2 rc^3 x 1.260tons/m3 = 2.592 tons per building block x 2,314,814 = 6,000,000 tons    

 

 

12/1.0368 = 11.5740741x12 = 138.8888888 1/11.5740741 = 0.864 

1/0.0864 11.5740741x12 = 138.888888 x 12 = 1/16.6666666 = 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fit for two pinecones  
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12:3 The PRECISE base of The Great Pentainmid (The Great Pyramid) 

 

THE 3 STARS OF ORION’S BELT > BETELGEUSE 6.43004115 

 

432 cubits x 432 cubits = 186,624 ni/h = 300 000 000 m/s 

 

The Great Pentainmid volume 

439.593968 rc x 439.593968 rc x 280 rc (height) = 54,108,000 rc/3 = 18,036,000 sq rc 

 

186,624 / 27 = 6912 (circle) 

 

6912 + 3456 x 5400 = 559,872,000 

 

691.2 / 311.04 x 5.4 = 12 

 

*1607.51029 m (1 Nile) 

 

So, these three Pentainmids have together 12^4 - 12 sides, 12 corners, 12 slopes, and 12 indentations. 

51.84 x 12 = 622.08 1/3 of Orion’s nine/three Pentainmids of Giza, Xian, and Teotihuacan 

186 624 niles per second (Speed of light). 
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12:4 Light &Sound force, The Pentainmids energy footprint 

 

The Resonant frequency is created through interference patterns between the sound and light waves. 

 

The blue EEEE are energised interference points between the Light and Sound 

 

The force is 1 / 0.0072 micro / macro. 
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12:5 THE VITRUVIUS GLAND - Light &Sound the Blue Egyptian Ankhprint 

 

Wide open your heart with the songs of your soul and experience the love received in return through 

material motions. We are reuniting. 

 

The squaring of the circle by Leonardo DaVinci – UNDENIABLE 

It seems very clear Leonardo had the knowledge of the Sacred Ratio encodeced in everything. 

 

The Divine AMP or Ankh frequency we all need to start training on NOW. 

 

ONE LOVE 

 

Wellbeing to ALL UNITED of Science & Spirituality 

4now. Thanx😻unconditional contribution of yours+++ 🙏 It will conquer ☘️☘️☘️☘️ 

I'll think we cracked it 😸 

THE SPELL OF LEO LEONEL 

 

The mounted "S-A-L-O-R square"'s founder LEO(Lenel) likely a reincarnation of Davinci himself, pointing out the 

trinity below and above the Lions head. Et. The seagull glides over the sea-green ocean ONE last time before 

burning with love. 

 

St Leo the Great Lion 🦁♌ 

"Leo of light sound, heaven and earth, sword and stone and lead to gold."~L.E. 

 

The Zum of Everything +/- is equilibrium = The Mid0dle 54 

 

The neutral centre poent (centrum punkt) N as in Z(Zigma) passage of zums of all numbers, space expansion 

from time contraction. 

 

Palingenesis (/ˌpælɪnˈdʒɛnəsɪs/; also palingenesia) is a concept of rebirth or re-creation, used in various contexts 

in philosophy, theology, politics, and biology. Its meaning stems from Greek palin, meaning 'again', and genesis, 

meaning 'birth'. 

 

The #SacredGeometry community equals global resonance in raising awareness, connecting all in UNIFICATION 

 

#SATORSQUARE 

#SATOR #MAGICSQUARE #MAGEMAAT 

〰️ 〰️ 〰️ 〰️ 〰️ 〰️ 

#144 

#UNIFICATION #polymath #codec #symmetry 

 

#108 #squaringofthecircle #squaringthecircle #FlowerofLife #vitruvianman #therealdavincicode #thecodec 

#leonardodavinci #davinci #vitruvianboy 

 

#squaringthecircle #squaringofthecircle 

#thevitruvianman #geometry #sacred #woman 

#vitruvianman #vitruvius #floweroflife #leonardodavinci #davinci #972 #spacetime #432 #108 #sacredgeometry 

#vitruvianwoman #chakra #understanding 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/sacredgeometry/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/satorsquare/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/sator/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/magicsquare/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/magemaat/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/144/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/unification/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/polymath/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/encodex/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/symmetry/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/squaringthecircle/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/squaringofthecircle/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/thevitruvianman/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/geometry/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/sacred/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/woman/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/vitruvianman/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/vitruvius/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/floweroflife/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/leonardodavinci/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/davinci/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/972/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/spacetime/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/432/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/108/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/sacredgeometry/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/vitruvianwoman/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/chakra/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/understanding/
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The Vitruvian Key Leo, he knew The Light Chamber (Kings 

Chamber) Right Brain 

   

   
The Light Chamber (Kings 

Chamber) Right Brain 

The Vitruvian Gland The Brain 
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12:6 The PRECISE size of The Sphinx in Royal Cubits proving that the Great Pyramids are indeed 

related, older that the traditional view and corresponding well with the water erosion theory 

 

The use of scalar wave form technology dates to at least the final period of the Stone Age based on the 

Sphinx age. Using the Recalibrated RC measuring values, new discoveries from this ancient code will 

continue paving our evolutionary runway. 

It is believed to be the oldest carved limestone ever found in the Giza Plateau. The colossal 
decorative sphinx art was made by Mesolithic people 8,000 years before the ancient Pharaohs 
temples were built and 10,800 years before AD. 

One piece of possible 2 carved limestones discovered is more than 12,823 years old - making it 
the oldest of its kind in Egypt. 

The colossal decorative sphinx art was made by Mesolithic people 8,000 years before the ancient 
Pharaohs temples were built and 10800  years before AD. 

The 34.992 metre-long piece of limestone was covered in sand since it was rediscovered in the 
Giza Plateau during its early excavations. 1930 "The Sphinx" was finally dug out by the Egyptian 
archaeologist Selim Hassan. 

It was found approximately 1.5 metres below the surface and next to the present course way. 

Archaeologists has traditionally dated the specimen to an early Mesolithic period (the reign of King 
Khafre (c. 2575–c. 2465 BCE). 

New findings suggest it pre-dates by up to 8,100 years many other known Mesolithic Temples 
from the 'Old Kingdom' in Egypt, discovered in upper and lower Kemet. The Sphinx Water Erosion 
Theory—that suggests it's much, much older.  That the Sphinx is in fact 12,823 years old. 

The purpose of the recumbent Sphinx is not known but its proportions look like many sphinx art 
decorations seen on early Neolithic locations. 

NEW SET THEORY 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Sphinx precise measures  to the back and head 

 

tel:10800
tel:34992
tel:1930
tel:2575
tel:2465
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13 The Divinity Codec – Formulas and Conversion Table 

 

This is the practical exercise to continue exploring the implications of conversations to RC based 

measurements as a fellowship.  Please try for yourself and expand the applications. 

 

UNITS:  ROYALE CUBITS – INCH – FOOT– YARD - NILE – M/CM – SPEED OF LIGHT 

 

Royal Cubits to Metric Unit Formula 

RC x 20.736 inches / 12 feet / 3 yards / 1728 yds/Nile x 1607.51029 meters/cm x 1.86624SOL = X 

 

Metric Units to Royal Cubit Formula 

X / 1.86624SOL / 1607.51029 meters/cm x 1728 yds/Nile x 3 yards x 12 feet / 20.736 inches = RC  
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Challenge to any coder to design  
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14 International Bureau of Weights and Measures BIPM  

 

BIPM is the organisation to fix this problem (Standard ratified in 64+36 nations). 

 

 

 

FIRST STEP 

 

BIPM to recognise new foundational measurements: 

 

0.535836763 cm (1 Royal Cubit) 

1607.51029 m (1 Nile) x 1.152 (1 Nautical Nile) 

 

The Speed of Light 186 624 niles/s (SOL: 1) 

The Speed of Sound is 0.20376 niles/s (SOS: 0) 

 

 

 

 

We are certain of the Divine ONE L1ght &S0nd system, The Precise Royal Cubit #d1lss conversation table. 

Numbers double checked and tested     thousands of times. Exact, precise, and correct         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/d1ls/
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15 CONCLUSIONS - The PHI Conclusion and take aways. 

 

ΦΦ ΦΦ 

0101 0101 

 

The Divine ONE L1ght &S0nd sySTEM, the unifying in-numerology. 12-based MOD9 +ONE 

universal maths precisely coordinated w/ the Speed of Light to the Rock of Eternity. 

 

Assume the Light and the Sound generates Phi Φ rotation that would be our eyes and ears protecting the 

spine throughout our embodied life experience. Is the spine our body diagonal, that both separates you from 

us and at the same time inter-connects us all in everything? 

 

FOCUS – Disciplined June >>> Result in July UNICORN 

 

TAKEAWAYS 

- ALL numbers are inter-connected in ONE, all beings included. 

- There are different planes of REality, the usage of Light numbers UNIFIES. 

- The Resonant Frequency is created by the sound and light patterns transmitted through the 

Pineal receiver. Light as immediate followed by Sound creates pervasive penetrating rotational 

pattern > ROTAS 

- Current calculators are misaligned and should be REconfigured to work with humanity. 

 

The Light instant at all bodies while the sound intensely interconnects them, this obviously takes some 

longer time, ROTAS generates gravity and electro   . Many many repetitive patterns REsponds to 

simulation. 4full circle, a future question is how to divide electromagnetism into light and sound (vibration). 

 

So, if Light is resonating vibration (S0nd). What penetrates ears &amp; hears ALSO resonates in vision 

(L1ght). 

 

What is going on in the four faced Pentainmid (pyramid), through brain chambers and connecting gallery, 

still an enigma. Thus, the numbers are clear and pointing us into solvage = UNDERSTANDING  

 

Align with the Light and Sound is the way to coherence, which is the message. 

 

Always combine your auric field in slowing climate change      

 

At some point we must compare this OLD NEW WORLD DISCOVERY with the Vedic foundation. 

 

Neeed 4 L1ght 

Humans neeed 'L1ght & S0nd' REferences NOW 

directly RElated2 the Light&Sound life source WOW 

WE need to know the numbers enable US time 

2RElate to these 4REcognition &HER vibe n’ shine. 

Numbers special and bright, aligned with time&l1ght as 

Divine& insync with resonant Sound & speed of Light 

WORK ABT IT       

 

 

One world problem solved, ALL MEASUREMETS RELATED WITH THIS CORRECT ‘SOL LIGHT 

CODE’ #D1LSS The ratio of the ‘Divine ONE L1ght &S0nd SySTEM’. 
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16 Linkage of interest 

 
I just went through the most massive Remembrance and download of creating this world somehow connected to my 

6th grade science project. Anything syncing for you…Nothing around me seems to have changed so far… 

 

The Eye 

The Mirror 

The Bridge between Heaven and Earth 

 

Time travel. You can only go backwards not forwards. 

Oh man, tell me this is making sense 

 

schumann_resonance1 10-04-2023. 23:00UTC. The blackout continues, started on...  

[...] 

❤️ 

 

Manifestation time between feeling inducing thought and material manifestation becoming almost simultaneous 

 

Syncs on Orion and Betelgeuse through messages through Dad last evening. 

This came through as transmission sync: 

 

This related to Hz and my 💗 in fREquencies(linked to sol radius 

https://www.guenael.ca/content/Slot-antennas-for-amateur-radio-bands-EN-Guenael.pdf 

 

Resonance…radio fREquencies…start to Light v Sound 🤗 

 

the sound 

of the pen 

REvelations 

from all obstructions free 

the weird 

the possible 

the order - the chaos 

the straight lines 

flow 

 

Just woke up from a dream that this came through in...we have built in Sonar 

So...radar and sonar I'd extrapolate 

Sounds waves + electromagnetic waves 

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/difference-between-radar-and-sonar 

 

Cup-of-rum 

Copper room 

❤️ 

The encoding of data by discrete bits was used in the punched cards invented by Basile Bouchon and Jean-Baptiste 

Falcon (1732), developed by Joseph Marie Jacquard (1804), and later adopted by Semyon Korsakov, Charles 

Babbage, Hermann Hollerith, and early computer manufacturers like IBM. A variant of that idea was the 

perforated paper tape. In all those systems, the medium (card or tape) conceptually carried an array of hole positions; 

each position could be either punched through or not, thus carrying one bit of information. The encoding of text by 

bits was also used in Morse code (1844) and early digital communications machines such as teletypes and stock ticker 

machines (1870). 

CU BIT 

 

Fortran 
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Think about...light punch cards, mirrors, on/off 

 

Loss of the high fREquencies in current. Ley lines/energy bodies set as connectivity everywhere. Potentially strongest 

transmitters at the deltas to 'jump start' the battery again? 

 

Angles=Placement 

Notes=Message 

 

The Egyptian Jukebox: Solution, https://dreamsofgerontius.com/2016/11/17/the-egyptian-jukebox-solution/ 

 

Numbers in cycles, 

 

Yes, sets the repetition cadence 

Very REpeat actually 

 

Yes, just the mirrors and lens distort 

Yea heart reSTING beat 60 

 

60 or 72? 

186624/60/72 

 

SOL=Rotary Processing Speed 

(Per cycle refresh) 

 

Should be Unity @ Intersection of Science & Spirituality 

 

That's the centrifuge from ur pov? 

If no centrifuge, id expand 

 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/42869/i-am-waiting-56d22183d718a 

 

The James Webb Space Telescope has captured remarkable images of six massive galaxies previously thought to be 

impossible, https://www.instagram.com/p/Cq-Al4htllR/ 

 

Conduction material in Light Body activation at the key river/ocean deltas. Will link electricity grid without disrupting 

the other natural monatomics (e.g. Copper) in the current flow. 

 

Decloak the pathogens, https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/salud/esp_salud03.htm 

 

Unknown room discovered in the Great Pyramid, https://www.archaeology.wiki/blog/2023/03/03/unknown-room-

discovered-in-the-great-pyramid/ 

 

The disappearing computer -- and a world where you can take AI everywhere 

https://www.ted.com/talks/imran_chaudhri_the_disappearing_computer_and_a_world_where_you_can_take_ai_every

where 

 

CaCuSi4O10- Egyptian Blue – Cuprorivaite 

 

Physical of Music – Notes 

Tuning 

FREquencies for equal-tempered scale, A4 = 440 Hz 

https://pages.mtu.edu/~suits/notefreqs.html 

Speed of Sound in Air 

https://pages.mtu.edu/~suits/SpeedofSound.html 
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The exceptional point 30:00 

https://youtu.be/osmSWM5nYn 

 

Esoteric knowledge of human anatomy and consciousness "The ancients knew how to activate the pineal gland" by Dr 

Ibrahim Karim - https://www.instagram.com/p/CsZl4NANv1r/ 

 

Dr. Catherine Clinton ND - https://www.instagram.com/p/CseD3r0M250/ 

We are liquid crystals. 

From our fascia to our cell membranes to the structured water that lines them. 

This liquid crystal property allows for seamless communication within our body. 

Liquid crystal refers to the ability of molecules to act as a collective in response to electromagnetic fREquency. 

 

Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

Navigation GPS in the Material w/ and w/o light 

Echolocation, https://dnr.maryland.gov/wildlife/Pages/plants_wildlife/bats/batelocu.aspx 

What I "hear" as changing pitches/frequencies through Pineal is definitely externally directed to me, for me. Intuitive 

affirmation/guidance 

 

Beyond echolocation at the Material level, this would entail Sound as Signal/GPS: something more attuned to self-

driving car. 

Modes Analogy: 1)Free to drive manually, 2)Passenger-assist 3)"Machine"-driven 

 

H2O +H3O2 Structured Water...electrified honeycomb... 

 

The long wavelengths of the light spectrum, https://www.instagram.com/p/Cq-uJp_KKRd/ 

Why is c the symbol for the speed of light? -https://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/Relativity/SpeedOfLight/c.html 

 

Speed of light is now universally represented by symbol 'c'. This symbol originated from the initial letter of the Latin 

word “celerity” meaning “swift” or “quick”. This symbol was used by Weber and Kohlrausch in their papers in 1856. 

 

The brain's left half is primarily responsible for speech and abstract thinking. It also controls the right side of the body. 

The right side of the brain is responsible for image processing, spatial thinking, and movement in the left side of the 

body. 

 

Lattice Design System. https://mathworld.wolfram.com/CubicLattice.html 

 

Stellating polygons 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellation#Stellating_polygons 

Compound polygons 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polygram_(geometry)#:~:text=In%20geometry%2C%20a%20generalized%20polygon,e

dges%2C%20called%20a%20compound%20polygon. 

 

How does a hyperbaric chamber react to gas laws? 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK448104/#:~:text=It%20decreases%20the%20size%20of,in%20solution%20

under%20higher%20pressures 

 

Is the intensity of sound waves a scalar field or vector field? Explain the physical... 

https://homework.study.com/explanation/1-is-the-intensity-of-sound-waves-a-scalar-field-or-vector-field-explain-the-

physical-significance-of-the-intensity-of-the-sound-waves.html 

 

Zero-point Energy Density and QET Protocol 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osmSWM5nYnA 

 

The Nature conservancy - https://linktr.ee/TheNatureConservancy 

 

https://dnr.maryland.gov/wildlife/Pages/plants_wildlife/bats/batelocu.aspx
https://mathworld.wolfram.com/CubicLattice.html
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Cubic crystal system - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubic_crystal_system 

 

Ununennium - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ununennium 

 

Bismuth telluride, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bismuth_telluride 

 

Public Meeting on Unidentified Anomalous Phenomena (Official NASA Broadcast) - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQo08JRY0iM 

 

The Chambered Nautilus - https://www.drbeckybeaton.com/the-

nautilus.html#:~:text=It%20is%20a%20symbol%20of,reflected%20in%20its%20spiral%20precision 

 

Calcite microcrystals in the pineal gland of the human brain 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/12224052/#:~:text=The%20calcite%20microcrystals%20are%20probably,is%20the

%20case%20with%20otoconia 

 

Microtubule-Actin Network Within Neuron Regulates the Precise Timing of Electrical Signals via Electromagnetic 

Vortices, https://www.resonancescience.org/blog/microtubule-actin-network-within-neuron-regulates-the-precise-

timing-of-electrical-signals-via-electromagnetic-vortices 

 


